A Model for Document classification using Kernel Discriminant Analysis(KDA) and semantic analysis
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Abstract: In recent days, digital communication has become inevitable. The scope of this research is to provide a theoretical framework of automatically classification of question paper. It can be helpful to the library of any University to automate their archival process. A survey has been conducted to understand the existing systems in this research area. After doing the survey we observed that many authors have done significant work in document classification but little work has been done to automatically store the documents in particular folder. Therefore, there is a huge scope to develop working model of the framework suggested in this paper.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the era of digital word, storing printed documents in digital form has become necessary evil. Many printed or handwritten documents are available in library but due to lack of maintenance these documents are not preserved in the computerized form. Due to this problem the documents are not available in the digital form to the target audience. The classification and storing the digital copy of question papers can be challenging task for a librarian in the academic institutions. For such situations it is necessary to develop a system which can automatically scan the question paper, classifies the branch, subject and semester details and store it into appropriate folder. In this paper we have proposed automatic document classification method to help librarian in managing the digital copy of question paper. The Kernel Discriminant Analysis (KDA) is used to do OCR for converting printed text into ASCII text. The KDA is pre-processing step to do document classification. For document classification semantic analysis is applied as it is fast efficient. In the following section, a literature review is conducted to study and analyse present state of work done in this area. The model is well explained in section III. The paper is concluded in the conclusion section.

II. RELATED WORK

Managing multiple documents and classification of such documents is the cumbersome task. Some of the authors made an attempt of classify the semi structured XML document [7]. Classification can also be used to understand the similarity [10] between two documents. An optimization scheme to enhance class discriminant is proposed by [6]. They focused mainly on non-linear classification. Their algorithm optimizes the algorithm and by reducing dimensionality of feature space. The authors claim to have better performance as compared to standard problem. For multi-label document classification ensemble based approach is proposed by [16]. They applied Naive Bayes and logistic regression methods for classification. The authors mention that in multi-label classification, topology is not an ensemble for Binary Relevance (BR) classifier. They applied four methods mainly: batch, incremental, ensemble, and ensemble incremental to obtain better results in their experiments. Another multi-label document classification based on statistical topic model is proposed by [15]. They applied three different approaches like flat-Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), prior LDA and dependency LDA to achieve good classification results. Another LDA based approach is mentioned in [5]. Today, we have huge amount of unstructured data available around us. To classify documents from unstructured data [12] proposed a policy-driven framework. The authors mention that Natural Language Processing (NLP) helps a lot for text processing. They applied four steps based method. The first step is sensitivity level classification which divides the resources in three categories: high, medium and low. The second step, SystemT information extraction is used to extract information from the resource document using proprietary tool of IBM SystemT [17]. This tool is used to extract structure data from unstructured or semi-structured document. Annotation Query Language(AQL) as language for data extraction in this tool. In final frequency analysis i.e. the third step, the frequency of keywords is calculated by using SystemT. In the final step i.e. policy engine, the sensitivity level of the documents is prepared by comparing the values defined in the already defined policy. In recent year we receive many spam e-mail in out mail box. To decide whether to e-mail is spam or not, hybrid decision tree and logistic regression based spam classifier is proposed by [21]. The applied hybrid method called LRFNT+DT which uses combination of Logistic Regression (LR) and Decision Tree (DT) to identify spam mail. The LR method is used to remove noisy data. Then the cleaned data is forwarded to DT for classification. They achieved 91.67% of accuracy using this hybrid method. For document classification effective method is developed by [19]. The authors proposed new method known as Labeled Dirichlet process mixture models of von Mises-Fisher distributions (LDPV) for text classification. After applying training this model, they
tested this model to achieve comparable level of accuracy. In our research major task is to automatically copy the question paper in the related folder. Similar work has been proposed by [8]. The method proposed by the authors is based on Bayesian Support Vector Machine (SVM). They applied SVM classifier at back end and Bayesian classifier at the front end to obtain promising results on their experiments. They achieved 80.33% of overall accuracy by using these hybrid methods. Another SVM based approach is proposed by [9]. The authors applied Euclidean distance based approach for automatic text document categorization. The experiments were carried out Intel Core i3 process having 3.2 speed of GHz 2 GB RAM and Windows 7 operating system to have 84.73% of overall accuracy. For real-time applications, a business document classification approach is proposed by [3]. The graph coloring is used for layout analysis and document classification. A K-nearest neighbour (KNN) based approach is discussed in [2]. The authors mention that KNN rule based methods are widely used methods for document classification. In digital devices such as scanner or camera, automatic document classification can be handy. To do such task low-entropy pipelines base approach is proposed by [11]. They applied halftone classifier to achieve 97% for accuracy in the environment of Intel Core i7 with 3.40 GHz computer. In [14], different approaches of document classification for electronic document management system are discussed. Apart from the literature discussed here there are other good approaches for document classification such as multi instance stream learning framework [1], word spotting technique from document image [4], Ensemble of keyword extraction methods [13], clustering and novel HMM based method [20].

It is evident that there are numerous methods available for document classification but little work has been done to automatically classify and store document in particular folder. So there is a huge scope to develop such system. In the following section theoretical framework of such system is proposed.

III. PROPOSED WORK

In this research we propose a solution to automatically classify and store the scanned question paper by using KDA and semantic analysis. The architecture of the system is presented in Figure 1. First the scanned copy of question paper is provided as input to system. Then it must be converted to binary image and the binarized document to the OCR engine. The image binarization process used to convert any image to black and white image. Several methods are available for image binarization [18], [22]. The OCR engine converts the printed text of question paper into ASCII by
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Fig.1. System Architecture

authors applied this method for document classification. The authors mention that KNN rule based methods are widely used methods for document classification. In digital devices such as scanner or camera, automatic document classification can be handy. To do such task low-entropy pipelines base approach is proposed by [11]. They applied halftone classifier to achieve 97% for accuracy in the environment of Intel Core i7 with 3.40 GHz computer. In [14], different approaches of document classification for classify and store the scanned question paper by using KDA and semantic analysis. The architecture of the system is presented in Figure 1. First the scanned copy of question paper is provided as input to system. Then it must be converted to binary image and the binarized document to the OCR engine. The image binarization process used to convert any image to black and white image. Several methods are available for image binarization [18], [22]. The OCR engine converts the printed text of question paper into ASCII by
using the KDA. The KDA is trained using large number of training images in the ASCII form. The first few lines of header of the question paper are needed to classify and store the question paper in particular folder. This is done by the semantic analysis rules which help to store paper in related subject folder. The KDA and semantic analysis methods are well explained in following sub sections.

A. KERNEL DISCRIMINANT ANALYSIS (KDA)

The kernel discriminant analysis (KDA) is the method based on the statics and conditional probability to do nonlinear multi-class classification. It is modified version of Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) which is used to do binary classification. The method is explained in equation 1.

\[
\alpha_i = \frac{1}{e_k} \sum_{n=1}^{e_k} K^t_{ni} \quad \text{........... (1)}
\]

Here \(e_i\) contains the number of examples belong to class \(m\). The classification process is based on the maximal likely-hood of the mean and co-variance. To apply KDA for training, numbers of training images are fed into the model.

To classify and store the question paper in related folder, semantic analysis method is employed. The semantic analysis is very popular method in Natural Language Processing (NLP) domain. It is well explained in following section.

B. SEMANTIC ANALYSIS

The semantic analysis is a part of Natural Language Processing (NLP). It includes understanding of the meaning of word, phrase, statement or paragraph. The semantic analysis should extract various words from the header of the question paper, extract the meaning and store the question paper in the related folder. The steps are mentioned below:

Step 1: Read the header line of the question paper.
Step 2: Extract University, Institute, Subject, semester and year from the header.
Step 3: Store the question paper in University\ Institute\Semester\Subject\Year
Step 4: If the folder is not created then create it and go to step 3.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, a theoretical framework for automatic document classification of scanned question paper is proposed. We have done literature review of existing systems available for document classification. It is observed that the framework proposed in this paper will provide better accuracy and will take less processing time.
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